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Abstract: Age related macular degeneration (AMD) related blue light remains controversial yet some research suggest that blue light 

play a role in the patophysiology of AMD. Exposure of blue light can damage retina in long exposure but the exact patophysiology is 

still on research. Here we discuss the role of blue light in AMD occurance in literature review context. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Age related macular degeneration (AMD) is the commonest 

pathological problem related untreatable loss of vision in 

aged person who lives in developed country. Age related 

macular disease or AMD become the major reason of visual 

loss that can’t be treated. The risk factor that already known 

from the newest scientific resourch such as genetic and 

environmental factor including age, female and smokies, 

from the data available, 15 years incidence rate around the 

world  are  15.1% for early AMD and 4.1% for late AMD in 

white women aged 55 years and over. (1)  Epidemiological 

data in the USA shows that AMD causes a sharp loss of 

vision by 54% in caucasian, 14% in Hispanic and 4% in 

black, the prevalence increasing along aging. (2) 

 

The precise patophysiology of AMD is not clear, but AMD 

has a sign of material deposit under RPE called drusen. 

histopathologycally, this deposit can form a broad subretinal 

deposit as a basal laminer deposit or linear basal deposit. 

There is a possibility of interference such as oxidative stress, 

inflammation, hypoxia, and changes in the cellular matrix to 

the surface retinalcoroid induce atrophy of the RPE by 

accelerating  the degeneration process. (1) 

 

Several epidemiology studies show that exposure to light for 

a long time triggers the incidence of AMD (3-6), UV light 

with a strength below 400 nm can still be overcome by the 

cornea and lens so there is no retinal damage (7). The blue 

light spectrum (400-500 nm) is strong enough to penetrate 

and damage retinal tissue (8-12). To the best of our 

knowledge, the blue light role in retinal disease remains 

unknown and study about the role ot the light is still 

minimal. This literature review will discuss abour the blue 

light role in the pathophysiology of AMD. 

 

Patophysiology Of AMD 

The exact mechanism of the pathophysiology of AMD is 

still unknown, yet two proposed mechanism are oxidative 

stress and inflammation contribute to RPE cells 

degeneration. Apoptosis and necrosis are found in AMD 

related caspase dependent and independent pathway. The 

population of cells affected by AMD mostly are RPE cells, 

choriocappilaries, and neurons which all of the cells are 

related by photoreceptors sensitive to some spectrum of 

lights (13). 

 

The mitcohondria become the important element in AMD 

related apoptosis pathway and inflammatory response. (14, 

15). Pyroptosis is associated with inflammation withous 

NLRP3 inflammasome signaling which results in autophagy 

in AMD development. Hence, the hypothetical 

lipofucinogen inside RPE cells after induction of blue light 

can trigger the photooxidation process which accelerate the 

AMD process itself which explained in Figure (1) (13). 

 

 
Figure 1: Apoptosis and pyroptosis are the main cause in 

AMD. Both of these are part of inflammation mentioned in 

patophysiology in AMD. Blue light itself plays important 

role in photooxidation induce oxidative stress and 

inflammation. The figure has been reproduced (13). 

 

Blue light role in retinal disease 

Light exposure below 400 nm is not harmfull against retina 

beause it has a protection mechanism. This mechanism are 

conducted by cornea and the lens by absorbing the light, but 

the visible light is an exception. Blue light which is a part of 

visible spetrum that cover range 400-500 nm can penetrate 

the RPE cells lead to retinal damage. (8-12)  
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Many animal study with exposure of visible light show  a 

long term changes that are similar to those seen in patient 

with AMD, and are thought to result from photo damage that 

induced by photohemial and photooxidative mehanisms. 

(16,17) Other study shows that retina is more sensitive to 

damage caused by UV or blue light.(18) This fact supported 

by epidemiology study perform by Taylor et al. The subjet 

are 838 watermen, the data acquired by direct interviewed 

and ophthalmologi examination, performed after pupilary 

dilatation. Stereocopic fundus and photograps were taken to 

assess the severity of AMD (19). The severity divided into 

some criteria, will be explained on table 1. 

 
Table 1. Grading of AMD (4) 

Grade 1. 5 or more small drusen in central 1500 µm; 10 or more 

small drussen between 1500 and 3000 µm 

Grade 2. 20 or more small drusen in central 1500 µm 

Grade 3. Large or confluent drusen, focal hyperpigmentation 

Grade 4. Exudative disease, geographic atrophy 

 

Table 1 Grading of AMD used by Taylor et al to determined 

the severity of AMD (19) 

 

Ocular exposure was estimated using model computations of 

ambient irradiance and estimates of the ratio of ocular to 

ambient exposure.  The result of this study showed that 

subjects exposed to long-term high doses of blue light were 

found to have a higher incidence of advanced AMD 

compared with age matched controls (OR 1.36; 95% CI 

1.00–1.85). These data suggest that high levels of exposure 

to blue and visible light late in life may be important in 

causing AMD. (4) 

 

Systematic review and meta-analysis about sunlight 

exposure as a risk factor for age-related macular 

degeneration conducted by Sui et all by including 14 eligible 

studies including, indicates that blue light which was 

included in the solar light spectrum led to a significant 

increase in the incidence of AMD. 

 

Other Study of Blue light exposure contribute to AMD 

From the in vitro study by Cora et al, the effect of non lethal 

dose  blue light to RPE cells is evaluated. The human retinal 

pigment epithelial cell line ARPE-19 was cultured and 

exposed with blue light. This exposure was given by LED 

based for 24,48,72 hours.  The output power of either 0,3 

mW/cm
2
 or 1 mW/cm

2
.  The cellular changes that was 

evaluated including metabolic activity, apoptosis, ROS 

production, mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP), 

ultrastructural changes of mitochondria; production of 

advanced glycation end products (AGEs); and stress-related 

cellular proteins. The result are there is no cell death, but the 

metabolic activity is decreased, decreased of MMP, and 

increased of intracellular ROS.  The exposure for 3-24 H 

with output power 1 mW/cm
2
, and 0,3 mW/cm

2
 for 24 H 

will start the metabolism delayed. ROS production increase 

after 24 hours exposure, and the MMP start to decreased 

after 24 H exposure.(21) Blue light exposure in the systme 

mentioned caused significant ROS production in ARPE-19 

cells. These findings are consistent with other studies that 

demonstrated blue light could trigger intracellular ROS 

production (17-19). Mostly the focus of pathogenesis study 

of  AMD is apoptosis cell, but the actual number of 

apoptotic findings on AMD are only 10%-15%. (20) This 

study can show the stress signaling in RPE cells after blue 

light exposure. Cell abnormalities still occur even though 

apoptosis does not occur. This is what might be related to 

AMD (21). Further study with strong design are needed to 

prove this relationship.  

 

2. Conclusion 
 

AMD is an emerging cause of irreversible decrease of vision 

which impair the quality of life especially in active person. 

The exact mechanism of blue light induces AMD still need 

further research. Most of studies relating long term blue light 

exposure with photooxidative process which contribute to 

AMD acceleartion in RPE cells. Further studies are needed 

to confirm this mechanism which so guideline with bluelight 

exposure can be established. 
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